
Jeff Prugh 	 3/25h5 
724 Ridge Drive 
Glendale, CA 91311 

Dear Jeff, 

I supose your silence after I sent a butchered Case Open is an answer. But 

as an old'§ieN.nd I write you in confidence about Ely next book/
due next month, has . I 

say next but it was finished before Xmas of 1992. I'd expected it to appear by the 
middle of 1993. I've no meaningful explanation for the lone sit on it but there is 
nothing I can do about that. Thel ven omitted the subtitle on th

3 
e cover. They've agreed 

1 
to restore it on the title page and for Library of Congress listings. 

I used the series of incredibly incompetent and dishonest articles JAI&A ran in 

1992 as a skeleton I could flesh out in part from what was not now but little known and 

in part with what is shockingly new. The page from the catalogue refers to "conspiracy" 

in a way that does not indicate what the books says. 

It begins by carrying the Katzenbach memo to B 1 ;oyers dated three days after 
Ir q 

the assassination but actually written the day be ore, soon after Oswald was killed, 
for ,aril as has never been donee-' If you have not seen or have forgotten that memo, and 
it did not get much attention, as soon as Katzenbach keew that with Oswald dead there 

would be ado trial he wrote the memo in which he says that the important thing to do is 

convince the people that Oswald was the lone assassin and that the evidence was such he 

would have been convicted at trial. The actual evidence is to the eliact contrary but as 
of that day hATte that Lem° he did not know what the evidence would be. There had not 

been anything that could have been called an investigation. 

Katzenbacb discussed it with hoover and apparently got his agreement to that part 

of his memo I'm confident he did not even indicate togoover the proposal with which it 
ends, for the appointment of a Presidential commUnion. If you've forgotten, Katzen- 

back was then deputy AG."umber 2 man in Justice. 

I also have and used the Secret Service logs of LBJ's phone calls befire he was in 

the "hite ijoune. They reflect that that Sunday night, 11/24, before JFK was buried, '''oyers 
phoned °ohnson about 9, Johnson then called hoover at 9:05 and then Katzenbach at 9:10. 

cede 	 ... 
I do not believe LBit made those acrecee to learn oow the Oilers-W-0 the Coyboys games 

turned out. 

In somehat more detail I refer to this as a de facto conspiracy not to investigate 

the crime itself. end it was net ever officially investigated. All sorts of irrelevancies 

were investigated, all that could be done to make Oswald appear to be guilty was done, 
but there was no investigation of the crime itself. If 75-80; had not been edited out 

of Case Open there would be a better understaneee.400f what the actual evidence says 
albdrneabs. It actually proves not only that Oswald did not coeret tie crime. It proves that 
he could not have- and that officialdom, the source of all I use - was well aware of it. 
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More starkly, this means that 131J,  who became Presient by virtue of that assassina-
tion, agreed that there would bo no real inveotigation of bow he became President. 

I a4so prove that the chief prosector, then Navy Commander James J. Hume e, the Navy 
hospital chief of pathology, was a deliberate perjurer several tines, several different 

perjuries. One perjury has to do with what he destroyed of the autopsy records before 

he handed the finalf version in. fte did that late Sunday afternoon, 11/24. The other has 

to do with what is pivotal in the official mythology, when he spoke to the Dallas doctor 

who performed the tracheostomy, Malcolm Perry, and what if anything Perry told him. 

Before the Warren 'oulnission humes was, jbelieve,°,truthful in testifylee that what 
he destroyed, as though anythint at all should have been destroyed, was the first draft 
of his autopst report. "le also testified, with the media ienoring it, that he did this 
after he knew Oswald had been kilLed. Or that there would not be any trial at which 

he and his autopsy. proctocol would be examined and cross examined. 

After I  set this forth, with the proofs, in Post Mortem, in 1975, when humes 

testified severe) years later it was no secret, as aaain Post Mortem proved, that his 
autopsy notes no longer exist. I repeat much of this in Nzma AGAIN! So, when Humes 
testified before the House assassins committee, he swore that it was his notes that he 
destroyed. tint I happens that 1  have a series of receipts for thocnotes and 'L  published 

them in facsimile in, Post Mortem. Which the L̀ ouseeesassins had. In fact Specter has(' them 

in his hand when he questioned 141E03. He then identified the Commiseion file in which 

they were and the exhibit in which they would be published. They are not in that file 

and they were not published in that exhibit. To eliminate any weasel track HUMS could 

take had a count of the facts stated in the proctocol for whi h there is no source in 
any record, published or not. A large number of them in fact, narey numbers, like measure-

ments, distances, weights, etc. 

The notes meet the materiality test. Hums was under oath when he contradicted him-

self. Or he proves he perjured himself. 

When he geese to Perry is quite mateeial foe a number of reasons. One is that fumes 

cleimed that when he did the autopsy ho was not aware that there was a bullet hole in the 
front of the President's neck. Another is whether he told Perry anything at all about what 
his proctocol would say. Humes also swore that he spoke to Perry only once, that Perry did 
not tell him anything at all other than that he had done the tracheostomy,and both are 

lies. Aoreover, what Perry had alreasy said at a press conference that was reported in 
(-1 

all the media is that the short in the front of the President's neck was drom the front. 
I have that transcript. Lie said it three tines in response to questions. And the Wash. 
Post story reportin it Ohumes actually used in his proctocol. 

Humes A fact phuned Perry from the autopsy room before he finished with the body. 
The HOune assassins had testimony of this, sworn testimony, by a doctor the Gomnission 
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and the L}  se assassins did not take testimony from, the the House essassins by them 
or to be published. They had their medical panel take secret testimony that was sup- 
pressed,from the autopsy radiologist. I have that transcript. ue safe that Ones in 
his presence phoned Perry after 10 the night of the assassination and beftre 11. The 

.em 
Commiseion's evidence is tk_hat he spoke to Perry at least twice. Other indication are 
he could have spoken to terry more often. Perry had the chief of neurosurgery handle the 
already-Vmheduled next chit' e press conference because as he told that doctor, KeMey Clark, 
Mmes had told him what the autopsy would coy and he did not want to get into that. 

Hairy stuff, this being the autopsy on a President-who had been assassinated? 
There is more that is entirely new. For example, the doctor who was the army's 

top expert on such matters was not called as a Commission witness once Specter and others, 
includine the autopsy prosectorSand the F,I and others on ..he Commission staff, knew 
what he would testify to: that going back to the Civil 'Tar it is a known medical fact 
that no bullet could have caused the damage to Connally's wrist alone without being 
mutilated, as that magir byllet was not. Specter accepted his offer to go back to the 
Aberdeen Provine Grounds and do those tests. They confirm him. Specter never spoke to 
him after that one time (which I brought to light without all these details in Post 

ge was never a Commission witness. Nor did the House assassins call him. 
He was to have been called in as the expert on all gut/shot wounds of VIPs. But the 

President was no such VIP. The army did not send him or consult him. 

Therf is what 1   think is a nice human interest story obithis. 
A Univ. of 14d. Comuutications meter, eorking on his master's thes0!", looked me up. 

His thesis was to dkiln assassination documentary. I helped him all I could. Do not 
misunderstand this. He did his ow) work and he did it so exceptionally well he wont the 
highest award for documntaries in the history category with it, CINE's Golden Eagle. 
He was broke and in debt. When he travelled to interview he had to sleep in hie arx car!' 
14,0 
tiTs profs figuresoh, well, more of that assassination Crap, se he got their oldest and 
p-orert 	 PI bad he had t coee here twice and was unhappy with what he had the 
third time, which iscwhat ho used. I told him where to find that doctors/ he drove there 
and interviewed him, sound and video. Ile could use only a lttile of the interview in 
his documentary. Be gave me the transcript and 1  use that. 

because 	

ete4 
When my publisher di.crespeetl-when-isuggested that he hold a press conference 

tel is too dangerous for me and use pictures and documents he did not even re-
sAnd. 6o, I'm making my own arrangements for a diffeeent proxy press conference., lids 
young man and the lawyer who handled all my FOIA lawsuits, in the lawyer's Washington 
office. For the first time anywhere that transcript will be available to the media in 
my book and they'll,see the doctor saying it in the video of the interview. The parts 
used will be dubbed seprctely to sive tieo for those at the press conference, but the 
full interview will  be there. 
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There will also be copies of offici9/Pictures that wore suppressed, were emeptionally 
relevant, and swkIstantiate what 1  indicate above. Those I Pfiblished in Post Mortem were 
ignoreil by all the media. I also used them in FOIAlitigation without a peep from the 
government We have the ningtive:; from the litigation so we can get them printed to give 
away easily. 

I'm hope that the competitive situation of a press conference may help overcome 
the shibboleth media attitude toward the subject. 

There was once a tine when what I've indicated, which is not a in the book, 
would have been coNsidered hot new. That time seems to have ended with JFK's end. 

And all my information is the suppressed official information. EUen that doctor 
was a career Army man. I think he was then a colonel. He was officially involved in the 
Commission's inquiry and -L have the Commission's records on that. 

What was not suppresse7
d/
but was merely ignored is othe7:ork done at the Aberdeen 

Proving Grounds that I go into in this book. 

They got the country's best prof€ssionel shooters from the URA, all with the high,- 
11 

est rating, Master", and under vastly inproved conditions, with the rifle overhauled and 
the eight shimmed so it could work, not ontthem could duplicate the shooting attributed 
the 	-Oswald wbilrho was offielatrated by the Marines as "a rather 'poor shot.'" 

I'm hoping the book appears when scheduled. If they keep their schedule it should 
be in the stores next month. When it is manufactured, going by th past they'll send 
floe six 	eight fairly soon and then, after all their other pressing needs are met, 

they'll send me a box. 

Unless 1" hear from you that you have it as soon as can I'll gViil you one. 
Whether or not you can do anything with it. 
We will not hold the press conference until we know the books are in the stores. 
If you know any 'Philadelphia reporters, this book ;a is overloaded with really 

important information on Specter, partly indicate above. 
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NEVER AGAIN! 
LIARULD WEISBERC; 

The FBI says that I bold Weisberg knows more about 
the Kennedy assassination than the FBI itself. In 
Never Again!—his eighth book on the subject—Weis-
berg again proves it. 

In the same classic investigative style of White-
wash and Case Open. Weisberg's Never Again! pur-
sues the truths regarding the autopsy, of America's 
thirty-fifth President—truths that have for thirty 
years beer: buried or distorted or obfuscated or ig-
nored not only by the American government but also 
by the national press. lb three decades of official 
error and bureaucratic failure the Journal of the Amer-
kan Medical Association added more inaccuracies and more deceit with its publi-
cation in 1992 of two lengthy articles defending the 1963 conclusions of the JFK 
autopsists while disregarding facts unearthed by researchers since. JAMA's irre-
sponsible journalism prods Weisberg again to follow the path of official conspiracy 
that bred lone-assassin and magic-bullet theories to dispose of the death of a 
President, a path that takes him from the Navy hospital in Bethesda through the 
corridors of the FBI to the Justice Department and into the office of the Attorney 
General as well as that of the President. 

Weisberg argues his case for conspiracy with exclusive regard for the facts. 
Facts lead to the book's startling new illuminations. Facts support its blistering 
indictments. Facts provide a compelling narrative filled with intrigue and laced with 
outrage. Facts reveal the failure of America's institutions to deal effectively with 
perhaps its profoundest national tragedy. In the face of overwhelming facts, Harold 
Weisberg justly exhorts us to allow it to happen Never Again! 

linuom.D WEIsiim.:, a newspaper reporter and former Senate investigator, was 
the first person to criticize the Warren Report. lle is the author of Marlin Luther 
King: Time Assassination, as well as eight volumes on the Kennedy assassination, 
among them Whitewash: Time Report on the Warren Report and most recently Case 
Open: The Unanswered MK Assassination Questions. 

• 

History 	 Trade Paper, 611," x 91/2• 	$15.95 ($22.50 Canada) 
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